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Across
2. Identical in mathematical value
5. The set of all possible inputs for a function
6. Multiplying a number by itself
7. The number above the line in a fraction
9. A function where x represents the unknown and a 
b and c represent known numbers
16. A key term that's value does not change and is a 
symbol
18. A value that is consistent in a math problem
20. A sequence of numbers with a definite pattern
23. The opposite of multiplication
24. The number multiplied by itself equaling another 
number
25. The measurement of a surface of a shape or land
26. The result of two terms being subtracted

27. A function that grows in value
28. A statement that two mathematical expressions 
are equal
31. A constant by which an algebraic term is 
multiplied
32. An expression with one term
33. A straight line relationship between two variables
34. A function that loses value
35. Each point of a polygon or figure
Down
1. The point where two or more lines meet
3. A number that divides another number evenly
4. The opposite of addition: to take away
8. A symbol that takes place of an expression or 
quantity. x,y
10. The number being divided in a division problem

11. The path that outlines a shape
12. The theorem used to find the unknown side of a 
triangle
13. An expression with two terms
14. A symbol representing how many times the 
expression needs to be raised
15. The number below the line in a fraction
17. A line from the center to the perimeter of a circle
19. An expression that involves only addition, 
subtraction, or multiplication.
21. The highest number in a set of numbers 
subtracted by the lowest number
22. A diagram that represents data or values in math
29. The result of a division problem
30. The highest of the numbers in the polynomials 
monomials

Word Bank
Constant Root Growth function Denominator Radius Area Difference
Pythagorean Dividend Exponent Equation Squared Vertices Range
Vertex Division Polynomial Perimeter Numerator Graph Linear
Variable Equal Subtraction Quotient Decay Function Quadratic Arithmetic
Degree Term Domain Monomial Binomial Coefficient Factor


